MARINE-100
NAUTILUS
Heating and Air-Conditioning
designed specifically for
modern Yachting.
The Nautilus model reaches this year its 20’s
anniversary across the seven seas.
Up to today’s knowledge most of Nautilus units
installed decades ago result still in service.

The Nautilus, is not just an Cold-Air-Blower, this is a
multifunctional Hi-Tech unit able to provide:

20 years are an important achievement, every sailor
knows that decades of salt water, inclement
weather and usage spare no ones, this experience
speaks more by itself more than many advertisings.

Heating /Cooling / Dehumidification /
purification / Ventilation / all-in-one.

Despite its manufacturing was discontinued several
years ago, the steady demand from the market and
the customers loyalty, encouraged the Nautilus to
return sailing.
We are proud to announce the return and the
development of a NEW Nautilus Model Year 2021’,
strong as in the past but with modern features.
The Nautilus is manufactured still today, one by
one, in small numbers with the finest materials
and components encased in a single body.

..”I have used the Nautilus for more than 18
years , thank you to the designers and
the yacht manufactures who chose it”…

UV-Air-

Starting from a powerful 11,000 up to 18,000 Btu ,
the Nautilus needs to be ducted and it can be
installed under a couch or in a storage / service
vane.
Ventilation may be ducted as you please thanks to a
powerful high pressure double centrifugal blower
and three ventilation speeds, that to release the
maximum comfort at night, genuine power during
the day and super-power when you need it,
without compromises.

 DIMENSIONS :

Length = 745 mm / 29”
Width = 310 mm / 12” + 3/8
Short flanges Height = 365 mm / 14” + 3/8
Long flanges Height = 390 mm / 15” + 3/8

 COOLING CAPACITY : 10,000 / 15,000 / 18,000 Btu
 HEATING CAPACITY : 7,000 / 13,000 Btu
The Nautilus does not require extra-ordinary
maintenance if properly ducted and installed with
filters.
Several build-in sensors and safety devices provide
constant protections from most common potential
damages such as water obstructions etc.
The new model can be powered 115 AC Volts,
alternatively can be supplied with multi-voltage
option 48 DC Volts / 115 AC Volts / 230 AC Volts.
Interior Control board is wire connected, while a
phone controlled app or a full wireless are options.
The Nautilus can operate into a wide range of water
temperatures from hot seas down to cold waters.
In cold waters there is often no need of air
conditioning but dehumidification instead:
One extra-ordinary option the Nautilus exclusively
owns, is that, it can run Cooling and Heating
simultaneously so to remove humidity from the air
without the need of additional separated devices :
In a first stage the indoor air gets refrigerated by
the cooling process, even in winter, that to
condensate and remove the humidity, subsequently
the same air gets re-heated, that without
discomfort but drying cloths and furniture’s.
Refer to the data sheets for combinations
and electrical power required.

Find more on :

www.ukt.us/freetime/nautilus

